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 Streets Division, City of Philadelphia Memo 

 

To: Y. Bodovski, Project Manager, ATS, Inc. 

From: S. Henderson, GIS Analyst, City of Philadelphia 

Date: June 13, 2006 

Subject: Project Risk Analysis – Pole and Pole Attachment Geodatabase 

I have reviewed your risk analysis for the City of Philadelphia’s Pole and Pole 

Attachment Geodatabase project.  I believe your risk analysis is a good one, but I have 

a few suggestions for changes: 

• Additional Information – I believe your risk analysis could have been improved 

with the addition of an introduction which outlined the objectives of the analysis 

and discussed general techniques used for reducing risk.  Your report contained an 

extensive list of possible risks for the project and discussed and contained specific 

suggestions for dealing with several of them.  The addition of a conclusion section 

at the end would have helped tie your specific recommendations with general risk 

reduction procedures outlined in the introduction to help in dealing with the 

remainder of the risks outlined.   

• Risk Probability/Impact Matrix – Your risk probability/Impact matrix was very 

clear and presented well.   It clearly broke down the risks into low, medium, and 

high categories for both probability and impact.  Discussion on who developed the 

risk list and who determined which categories they were placed into would have 

been useful. 
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• High Probability Risks – You identified two of the high probability risks and 

discussed them in detail and provided several specific recommendations to mitigate 

or avoid them.  Some of the discussion regarding risk avoidance, acceptance, and 

transference would have been more effective if those concepts had been previously 

introduced.  Both of the examples you chose are likely to be high probability risks 

and I believe that your detailed recommendations are both appropriate and likely to 

succeed in dealing with them. 

• High Impact Risks – Both of your examples of high impact risks look like risks 

which could develop into critical problems threatening the success of the project.  

You describe the risks well and have several good recommendations; however, I 

believe discussing methods to identify the extent of these problems early in the 

process could significantly reduce the potential impact of both of these risks and 

other high impact risks.   

 

Thank you for the chance to review your risk analysis; with just a few modifications it 

should help with the successful implementation of the project. 


